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ABSTRACT

This report provides responses to specific NRC questions on CRBRP stress and
criteria considerations.

The methods and procedures by which elastic follow-up is accounted for in
the CRBRP component and piping system analyses are presented. It is shown
that there is negligible elastic follow-up in the CRBRP main sodium piping
system.

In regard to the use of the simplified creep ratchetting bounding rules it
is noted that T-1324 (Test 3) is not generally applicable at structural
$iscontinuities but that its use by analysts on a case-by-case basis with

-

justification is not precluded.

mecent changes in Appendix T of the Code are examined and the implica tions
f those changes on the CRBRP design are considered. It is concluded that
he changes have no significant impact regarding the safety of CRBRP equip-
nt for elevated temperature service and the structural integrity of the

RBRP is higher than that provided by today's Appendix T.

review of the design criteria for the core support structure concludes that
the structure is completely adequate for the intended service.

iii
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!.0 SUMMARY

This report identifies special CRBRP stress and criteria considerations in
response to NRC questions CS 210.1, CS 210.7, CS 250.3, CS 250.6, CS 250.7
and CS 250.8.

Elastic follow-up is defined and the methodology by which it is accounted
for in the CRBRP component and piping system analyses is presented in detail.

It is shown that there is negligible elastic follow-up in the CRBRP piping.

Use of the simplified creep ratchetting bounding rules is discussed and it
is noted that T-1324 (Test 3) is not generally applicable at structural
discontinuities but that its use by analysts on a case-by-case basis with
justification is not precluded.

.

The implications on CRBRP design due to recent Appendix T changes are examined
in terms of design margins to ensure safety. It is concluded that the changes
have no significant effect on the safety of CRBRP equipment for elevated
temperature service. The assured structural integrity of the CRBRP is shown
to be higher than that provided by Appendix T because CRBRP is constructed to

RDT standards as well as the ASFE Code.

' A review of the design criteria for the core support structure concludes that
the structure is completely adequate for the intended service.

1
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

A series of questions was sent to the CRBR Project to address concerns about

intended CRBRP materials, high and low temperature regions of the plant,
desigri arid arialyses approaches, arid specific welded ' joints in the plant, i.e.,

the reactor vessel transition joint and the IliTS transition joints.

There were five specific questions concerning stress and criteria ~ considerations
which are presented below:

CS 210.1 In piping systems at elevated temperatures, local deformation
may occur at areas of geometric discontinuity, such as at
fittings. Provide methods and procedures for the following:

'
A. Define elastic follow-up.

B. Evaluate creep rupture and fatigue damage.

C. Justify the use of simplified creep ratcheting bounding
techniques used in computer codes.

CS 210.7 Due to the constant evolution of rules in Code Case 1592 (N-47)
during the period when the PSAR was prepared, identify any

i areas where the rules delineated in current Appendix T of Code.
Case N-47 have not been satisfied. Provide the basis to show
that such deviations, if any, are acceptable in terms of

|
design margins to ensure safety.

|

|
CS 250.3 Identify the components and supports in the reactor coolant

system and connecting systems (including the steam generator)
which have been constructed, stating the purchase date and
the Code, Standards, and criteria to which they were fabricated.
Describe the procedures used for their storage. Indicate the

difference in the purchase requirements and the Codes, Standards
and criteria in effect at the present time. The use of the

3
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components should be justified on the basis that they will
provide an equivalent degree of system integrity and safety
as if fabricated to the requirements of the current Codes,
Standards, and criteria.

,

CS 250.6
Provide justification for the use of the simplified creep
ratcheting bounding methods in Code Case 1592 at structural
discontinuities.

CS 250.7 How do you account for the elastic follow-up in elevated
temperature component and piping (elbows) system analyses?

CS 250.8 Provide the design criteria for the elevated temperature core
support structure, including the welds in the forging and the
reactor vessel.

$

To address these and other questions a CRBRP/HRC meeting was held at Bethesda
Marylarni on April o-7,1984. ,

There were two topical discussions concerning
stress and criteria considerations in CRBRP design: Special Stress Consider-
ations by A. Dnalls of W-ARD and Special Criteria Considerations by A. Snow
of W-ARD.

The first part of the report addresses HRC questions CS 210.1,
C5 230.6, and CS 250.7.

The second part addresses questions CS 210.7,
CS 200. 3, and CS 260. 8.

Figures 1 and 2 werr used in introducing these
dis cussi ons.

4
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CRBRP HTS MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES -

*s|

Vll. Special Stress Considerations * ~

~

e Purpose (CS 250.7) ~

To describe evaluation of elastic followup in piping
~] ,

- -

e Conclusion
' '

-

Main sodium piping exhibits negligible elastic followup -
-

e -

.

4

e Purpose (CS 250.6) -

To address applicability of simplified creep ratchetting ~

I
-

bound
e Conclusion

)
Use of this technique near gross discontinuities requires-

case-by-case justification

* Responds to Q CS 210.1.A, CS 250.6, CS 250.7

FIGURE 2.0-1
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CRBRP HTS MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES

Vill. Special Criteria Considerations *
Purpose (CS 250.3)*

-- To examine implications of recent changes to the code rules for
elevated temperature design

; e Conclusion
| - Recent code changes have no implications regarding the safety of

,

I components constructed to earlier code effective dates

e Purpose (CS 250.8)
- To describe the design criteria for core support structures

,e Conclusion
- The CRBRP core support structure design criteria (1592-7) are

more stringent than the new ASME code case

* Responds to O Cs 210.7, Cs 250.3, Cs 250.7, Cs 250.8
4,

|

FIGURE 2.0-2
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SPECIAL STRESS CONSIDERATIONS

This presentation addresses the answers to two of the questions given in the

introduction. Question CS250.7 asked for consideration or information on how
we consider elastic follow-up in our piping evaluation. In our response we
note why we think there is negligible elastic follow-up. Question 250.6
concerns the area of the application of the Code's simplified creep
ratchetting techniques to certain types of configurations. We'll address that
and show how and where we use or we don't use them.

In the process of defining elastic follow-up, first we examine what the code
says about the elastic follow-up. This is followed by brief historical
background as to where this term " elastic follow-up" came from, and then, in
the CR8R application where we have realistic piping systems, we discuss
whether we really have elastic follow-up or not.

First we look at low-temperature application (Figure 2). There are three
places where the code discusses either elastic follow-up or how thermal
expansion stresses in stress calculations should be classified.

At low temperature, NB-3222 on expansion stress intensity, says that,
" Expansion stress intensity, P , is treated as secondary."e

If you go further into piping rules (Figure 2), which is Class I piping,
NB-3672, elaborates a little bit more, but it does not use the word " elastic
follow-up." It says, " Piping shall be designed to have sufficient flexibility
to prevent movements from causing - ," "-- failure of piping or anchors from
overstress or overstrain." It does not say anything about elastic follow-up.

.

Apparently in the initial ASME code, they might have used the word " elastic
follow-up." Later that reference was removed, because, in Class Il piping, we
still have the word " elastic follow-up," which is in NC-3672, which (in Figure
2) says, " Weaker or higher stressed portions will be subjected to strain
concentrations due to elastic follow-up of the stiffer or lower-stressed
portions."

53938-4168:2
(S3597) 20
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So, as far as the low-temperature design is concerned, there is not so much
concern about elastic follow-up because NB-3222 is very specific that
expansion stresses will be treated as secondary. In fact, elastic follow-up
is not detined in Section III low temperature rules.

The design philosophy changes at elevated temperatures because there is a

concern about the elastic follow-up, as we see from code case 1592 (or N47).

For elevated-temperature application (in Figure 2), paragraph -3138
specifically talks about elastic follow-up, and it says, "The examples of
significant elastic follow-up include local reduction in size of a

cross-section or local use of a weaker material." It does go further and
talks about a second point (Figure 3), where it says that you can expect
significant elastic follow-up even in a piping system of uniform size if one
portion departs from the line.

As we will see later, most of our main piping systems do not have these two
conditions, that is, a sudden change in cross-section or a small portion with
a significant departure from the line. So, really, according to the Code Case
N-47 definit 4)n, there is no elastic follow-up in the main pipelines that we
should be concerned about. But, to show that there is really no elastic
follow-up, we have done detailed inelastic analyses of a realistic piping
system in the primary heat transport system, which will be discussed later.

In Figure 3, Para. -3138 goes further and says, "If possible, the abova
conditions should be avoided in design. Where such conditions cannot be
avoided, the analysis required in -3250 will determine the acceptability of
design to guard against harmful effects or consequences of elastic
follow-up." If we go to -3250, we see that really those limits are for
deformation-controlled analysis, and you would have to meet the deformation
control limits anyway, irrespective of whether there is elastic follow-up or
not.

If one has to meet the deformation-controlled limits, the elastic follow-up
paragraph -3138 does not add much to it. But there is a catch here.
Apparently when you go into -3213, where load-controlled and thermal expansion

5393B-4168:2
(53597) 21
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intities are discussed, it says (in Figure 3) that the secondary stresses
.h a large anount of clastic follow-up .... should be assigned to primary
Legory (see the tootnote to -3213). The footnote also says, " Note that the
,ansion stress P , defined in NB-3222," which we discussed earlier in the

e

e-temperature code, "is deleted from this code case, and stresses resulting
>m free-end displacement shall be assigned to either primary or secondary 2

ess categories." Again, it's not very specific, but obviously if a prudent
ilyst thinks that ( lastic follow-up is significant, he will consider the
istic follow-up stresses as primary. If it's not significant, he will

lsider thermal expansion stresses as secondary.

y briefly, it we 90 turther into the elevated temperature code case, the
|st ic follow-up is discussed in T-1320, in satisf action of strain limits ,

ng elastic analysis. Again, unless you can show that there is no elastic
low-up, you have to consider thermal expansion stresses as primary (Figure

should be noted that this specific calculation in T-1320 strain limits is
ed upon elastic piping system analysis,

ther place where the elevated-temperature Code Case mentions elastic

low-up is the buckling and stability limits (Figure 4). Where significant
stic follow-up may occur, the load factors applicable to load-controlied
. cling shall also be used for strain-controlled buckling.

are explaining how we determine whether there is elastic follow-up or not,
will look very briefly at the historical background.

und 19bb, Robinson presented a paper, and the main purpose of his

sentation was that he was rather disturbed by the ASME code penalty on the
d-sprung piping systems. That's why he wanted to point out that

1-sprung piping systems are no different from a regular piping system
qure 5).

laCl, in you Colu spring the piping system, at elevated temperature it will
?perating at lower stress levels, and, because of that, you will have lower

38-416B:2
397) 22 ll
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thermal expansion stress during creep, so it's better to use cold-sprung
piping systems. But, apparently, the thinking at that time was that
cold-sprung piping systems should not be useo but that selt-sprung piping
systems should be. It was thought that the piping system should be erected,
be heated up, and the thermal expansion stresses would relax ou+. at elevated
temperatures.

Robinson wrote his paper to show that, in some specific instances, if you have
a self-sprung piping system, you can get creep strain concentration in come
areas, where elastic strains from some other parts of the piping system will
be transferred and concentrated in the most highly loaded location in the
piping system.

i
'

There are two interesting comments in that paper. The first commert was by
Robinson (in Figure 5), who said that excessive plastic strain is
undesirable. Surely, excessive strain is undesirable, but the point is, how
do you calculate that?

In 1955, they did not have the ability that we have now to calculate plastic
strains and evaluate our calculated strains against elevated temperature
strain limits.

The second comment (in Figure b) was by Markl in a rather detailed discussion
of the paper. He stated that, "Most pipelines work and that design I

computations must, therefore, be adequate." And that was in 1955! Since
,

then, we have made tremendous progress in predicting inelastic strains in
piping systems. |

|

The concept that Robinson described in that paper is rather interesting. He
looked at two cases to show when elastic follow-up is present and when it is
not.

|

| For example, if you look at a simple bolted joint (in Figure 6), the initial
pre-load will relax out because of creep. Creep relaxation occurs because the

|

total strain in the bolt is constant. So the creep strains are exchanged for |
|

elastic strains. That's why the stress has to relax out. For example, the I

;

i

b3936-4166:2
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parameter on the right-hand side (in Figure 6a), where he plotted bolt creep
divided by the initial elastic extension, the value of 1.0 indicates that
total strain is equal to creep strain, and there is no elastic strain. If you

don't have elastic strain, you cannot get any stress during creep hold time.

On the other hand, when this parameter is greater than one, that means that
bolt creep -- in this case it's a bolt, but it could be any structure -- the
creep from the strains coming f rom that could be higher than the initial
elastic strains. In that case, there is a concern about elastic follow-up.

Robinson pointed out a specific example of a creep test, where elastic
follow-up effects are present (Figure 6b). Robinson said that there is not
enough sophistication in running a creep test unoer constant strain, so Coffin
oesigned a creep test specimen shown in Figure 6b. In that creep test he

loaded the specimen in the turnace by a displacement loading (t Yare 6b).
With the lever and a soft spring attached to it, he was able to keer the
applied displacement constant and he attempted to measure creep in his creep
test program.

Here we see that, if we have stress plotted against the creep hold time, the
stress relaxes but not significantly. That would be a condition of elastic

| follow-up, when your stresses are not relaxing out and, because of that, the
:(piping) system might be operating at higher stress levels than what you
ianticipate. Also you might get creep strain concentration that, in Coffin's
case, is more than a factor of ten.

:Where is this creep strain coming from? For example, in the bolt that we saw
. earlier, the total strain is constant. You can only exchange creep strains
with elastic strains. If there are no elastic strains transferred into one
. highly stressed location, the creep strains at that location will be exchanged
eith elastic strains; and it elastic strains are reducea, the stress and the
load will relax during creep hold time.

-So where is the excessive elastic strain coming from in Coffin's test? The
test was set up, with a very soft spring, and a rather stiff specimen. So
chat was happening is that, even though this specimen was presumably a

$3938-416B:2
(S3597) 24 13
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displacement-controlled specimen, during creep the stresses did not relax
significantly. As soon as the stress would relax because of the equilibrium
that you have to maintain, the soft spring will feed elastic strain into the
creep specimen. So that's where the creep specimen (in Figure 6b) was getting
additional elastic strains. As soon as you put in more elastic strains, it
will creep but the stress will not relax. The stress will just stay up there,
and this is the condition of significant elastic follow-up as defined by
Robinson.

Itobinson said that you don't have such piping systems in a real plant but we
can have some strain concentrations, which he presented as examples. One of
the examples that he talked about was a piping system that might be loaded in
out-of-plane (out-of-plane bending, and out-of-plane torsion loading), not
in-plane bending and he said that such a piping system may experience elastic
follow-up.

Again, it should be noted that, in 1955, there were no capabilities of
performing elastic-plastic analysis of piping systems. Now we have programs
to do elastic-plastic analysis, and we can see whether there is elastic
follow-up or there is no elastic follow-up under out-of-plane loading.

Shown in Figure 7 is a specific piping system in the CRBR hot leg. The piping
is 24-inch outside diameter, half-inch thick. Because of the complex routing
of the pipeline, we looked at this piping to see if there is an elastic
follow-up effect due to thermal expansion loading. The straight pipes are not
that highly stressed but the elbows are highly stressed, and significant
plastic as well as creep strains will be accumulated in these elbows.

Therefore we have examined specifically the six elbows shown in Figure 5.

The implication in the Code is that if you have elastic follow-up, then you
have to consider that quantity as a load-control quantity; that is, you cannot
consider thermal expansion stress as a displacement control quantity. To
illustrate the concept of load and deformation controlled quantities we plot a

5393B-4168:2
(S3597) 75
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neralized load deformation curve (as shown in Figure 8). According to
astic analysis, for a specified thermal expansion loading, we will calculate
int B.

w, if thermal expansion is a load-control quantity, the load will not drop,
d, because of that, we'll get substantially higher displacement (point C in
gure 8) for the same load that is calculated elastically. On the other
nd, if the thermal expar.sion load is something like a thermal radial
'adient loading, that is, if we consider thermal expansion as a displacement
,ntrolled quantity, then the same elastic analysis will predict point 0 in
gure 8 if we do an elastic-plastic analysis. So this is the distinction
tween the load-controlled quantity and the displacement-contr olled quantity,

ierefore, this is the first thing that one can look for if we analyze this
ping system in the elastic-plastic-creep range, and to find out if we do see
me kind of a load-control behavior. These inelastic analyses were performed
cording to the procedures described by Dr. Corum of ORNL earlier in this
eting. The MARC computer program was used for these analyses.

r example, what is plotted in Figure 9 is the resultant moment in each of
e different elbows that I have mentioned versus the applied thermal
pansion load. Thermal expansion load 1 indicates that it is an operating
ermal expansion load. That means the uniform piping system temperature is
creased from 70 degrees to 1015 degrees Fahrenheit operating temperature for
is particular pipeline,

an elastic analysis is performed, it will indicate that if the load is
::reased four times, the moment will increase four times (Point B in Figure

But, because of the plastic deformation capability of the elbow, the load
redistributed, and, because of that, one would find that at four times the

3d, we don't get four times the moment. We actually get about
)-and-a-half times the moment.

the first point of Figure 9 is to show that the thermal expansion load is
a load-control quantity as one would have to take if elastic follow-up

e present in the piping system.

138-416B:2
1597) 26
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Another thing is that we don't have any criss-crossing of these r6sultant
monent curves. This shows that, if I keep on increasing the load
proportionately, each of these curves are proportionately increased. In other
words, elbow loc. 6-2, the lowest curve in Figure 9, does not throw its load
to elbow loc. 1-1, the most highly loaded elbow, indicating that there is no
transfer of load from lower stressed elbows to the most highly loaded elbows.
Thus, we don't see elastic follow-up effect.

feow , if we analyze the same piping system in the creep range, we find again
(in Figure 10) that the maximum stress in all these elbows -- of course, elbow
1 is the most heavily loaded elbow -- relax nearly proportionately with creep
hold time. Of course, we don't have a direct comparison with uniaxial
relaxation curves because in piping elbows the inelastic redistribution is
much more complicated. Consequently, the resultant moments are plotted and
not specific stress or strain in these elbows.

Crictly, (as shown in Figure 10) the stresses do relax at an applied thermal
expansion load of one, with creep hold time of about 10,000 hours. Once
again, the curves are not criss-crossing, which indicates that the thermal
expansion load is proportionately carried by all the elbows in the piping
system.

If the thermal expansion load were increased to four, the stresses would be
considerably higher. If the stresses are considerably higher, with the power
law relationship of creep rote depending on the nth power of stress, the
stresses would relax rather rapidly. This is seen in Figure 11.

If we really had an elastic follow-up type of situation, these stresses, just
by increasing the load, may not have relaxed as rapidly as it did here. The
moment relaxation is nearly proportional with creep hold time in all these
elbows.

This is, to some extent, qualitative, because I'm only looking at one specific
piping system subjected to a specific thermal expansion loading; but all of
these are uniform thickness elbows and uniform diameter. So from that point

5393b-416th ?
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of view, it's a rather nice well-balanced piping system. Also, the assumed
material properties in all of these elbows are identical.'

,

The question now is what would happen if we assumed one of the elbows to be

| weak. One way to approach this is to assume the yield stress for that
particular elbow as 20 percent lower than the rest of the elbows. Another
approach is to assume elbow-l is of standard strength (as was done in the
first analysis) and the rest of the elbows may be assumed to be 20 percent
weaker. Basically, these two cases would make elbow-l 20 percent weaker in
one case, and this same elisow would be 20 percent stronger in the second
case. Inelastic analyses of these two cases can be compared with a certain
standard analysis that I've already discussed.

When the results of these three inelastic analyses are examined, an indication
of what is really happening in the piping system can be obtained.

Figure 12 shows normalized resultant moments plotted against thermal expansion
load. The solid line represents all the elbows of equal strength. If we make
only one elbow 20 percent weaker than the rest of the elbows (Analysis III),
the moment and the thermal expansion load relationship is as shown by the
dot-dash line in Figure 12.

It all the other elbows are weaker and r lbow-l stays at the same standard
strength, I find that the moment rotation curve drops even further, as shown
by the dotted line in Figure 12.

If we try to use the same analogy by saying that with some elastic analysis,
we have elastic prediction of the moment, and the moment drops because of the
strain control situation, that still does not answer the question of whether
there is elastic follow-up or not.

One way to look at it is this, if one elbow is weakened, the flexibility of
the piping system is increased, so more displacements can be accommodated by
the piping system as a whole. If 1 make all the elbows weak but only one of
standard strength, then the overall flexibility of the pipin' system reduces
further. Again, if there were really an elastic follow-up, sne woulo find

53938-416B:2
(S3597) 28
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,

!

l

:

that this behavior would not occur. So, basically, by increasing the
flexibility, the thermal expansion load carrying capacity of the piping system
is increased and, in fact, the resultant moment actually drops. It does not
increase in the most highly loaded elbow-1.

To carry this a little further, consider the strains from only one analysis
(Analysis 111 elbow-l 20% weaker than the rest), because others are very
similar. Figure 14 represents Analysis III, plotting the effective plastic
strain on the vertical axis and the thermal expansion load on the horizontal
axis. If elastic follow-up were present then I would, f rom.some portion in
the pipir.g, expect elastic strains from lightly loaded elbows will reduce and
transfer into the weakest and most highly loaded elbow-1. In this analysis,2

! the first elbow is weak, so we can see if we do or do not obtain strain
! concentration in that elbow. These are only plastic strains in Figure 13.

Initial loading yields elbow-l which is the weak elbow. But because of its
strain-hardening capacity, it is strain-hardened, the thermal expansion lead
is redistributed and carried by other elbows. Then the other elbows start

yielding. But,infact,oneoftheelbows(elbow-5,notplottedinFigure13)
is still very much elastic; so, if we really had an elastic follow-up,

sitaution, we would have found that the 'ower stressed elbows, which are,

rather lightly loaded, would start transferring the load to the most
highly-loadea elbow-1. That is not the case. The plastic strains, after
thermal expansion load of 2, increase nearly proportionately with the increase
in thermal expansion load.,

Another way to look at the same thing is to say that if the plastic strains,

are analy2ed, they more or less meet at a certain point here (dotted lines
j extrapolated to tne horizontal axis in Figure 13). What it really indicates

is that, by increasing the thermal expansion load beyond 1.5, which is 1.5
times the operating load, the plastic strains in all the elbows more or less
proportionately increase, not just in elbow-l.

1

i Figure 14 is another plot, which shows the creep strain behavior predicted by
Analysis Ill. It plots the creep hold time versus the effective creep

4

5393B-416b:2
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rain. In one of the elbows which is not plotted here, the strains are so
bli that it aoes not show up on this 109-109 scale.

in, the most highly-loaded elbow-l does see higher creep strain, but other
sows also start picking up their share of creep strains, and they do not
snsfer their creep strains into the most highly-loaoed elbow. So, again,
Os gives us an indication that there is no elastic follow-up in these types
realistic piping systems, which are, in the main, sodium piping systems.

of the reasons why we had to do these three detailed inelastic analyses is
Tause it is very easy to show something is present, but it's very difficult
show that something is not present.

summary, clastic follow-up was first defined by Robinson in 1955 in context
h Coffin's displacement controlled creep test specimen levered to a sof t

:stic spring. Simple calculations by Robinson showed that the follow-up
:sticity of a soft spring prevents reduction of stress due to creep, which
3racterizes tne simple (preloaded) bolt in an unyielding flange (Figure b).
a preloaded bolt the total strain is constant; consequently, during creep
creep strains are exchangea with elastic strains. On the other hand, in

fin's experiment, the total strain in the creep specimen is not constant,
.stic strains from the sof t spring are fed into the creep specimen. This is
ause equilibrium as well as compatibility in the lavered system has to be
ntained between the soft elastic spring and the stiff creep test specimen.
sequently, when the stress in the creep test specimen relaxes, additional
stic strains are fed into it, thus preventing stress relaxation during
ep. Thus, elastic follow-up is present in Coffin's test specimen. The
jd as well as strain in the soft elastic spring are decreased and this
!

;10w-up elastic strain is transferred and concentrated into the highly
ded stiff creep specimen.

i

' low temperature application the ASME B&PV Lade Section 111 considers

;mnalexpansionstressesassecondaryordisplacementcontrolled(Figure
} The Code philosophy changes when we consider the elevated temperature
h Case 1592 (or h-47). For elevated temperature application paragraph
'38 specifically gives the following examples of elastic follow-up:

$1-4168: 2
$97) 30
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a) significant elastic follow-up include local reduction in size of a
cross-section or local use of a weaker material, b) in piping system of
uniform size ... only a small portion departing from the line (Figures 2 and
3). These two examples are consistent with the elastic follow-up definition
presented by Robinson.

To summarize, the following two conditions have to be present for elastic
follow-up: (a) in the creep range, a stiff member in the structure should be
most highly stressed, and (b) a lightly loaded more flexible member in the
system must transfer its clastic strains and simultaneously its load to the
hignly loaded stiff member. In the main large ciameter piping systems in the
CRBR plant none of the above conditions are present. Consequently the elastic
follow-up according to the Code Case N-47 definition (or Robinson's
definition) is negligible in the CRBR main piping systems, Figure 15.

Three detailed inelastic analyses of the CRBR hot leg piping system were
performed using the MARC program according to the inelastic analysis procedure
described by Dr. Corum of ORhL. These inelastic analyses confirmed that
clastic follow-up is negligible and the load or strain is not transferred from
the lightly loaded elbows or straight pipes and inelastic strains are not

'

concentrated in the most highly loaded elbow (Figures 7 to 14). Even when the
most highly loaded elbow was assumed to be 20% weaker than the rest of the

elbows, the plastic and creep strains due to thermal expansion loading were
shared by all elbows in equal proportion. This elastic follow-up study was
specifically undertaken to satisfy the intent of Code Case N-47 -3138 and to
classify thermal expansion load as a displacement-controlled quantity.

Although there is no elastic follow-up in the piping system, it should be
recognized that significant stress anti strain redistributions do occur in
elbows, which in effect are doubly curved shells subjected to complex in-plane
and out-of-plane loading conditions. For example, when elbow-l is 20% weaker
than the rest of the elbows (in Figure 13), initially only this elbow
experiences plastic strains when others are still in the elastic range. Due
to the strain hardening capacity of the material, additional thermal expansion
load yields other elbows and this additional load is proportionately shared by
other elbows. This plastic redistribution is no different from the plastic

5393B-416B:2
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pdistribution that occurs in a plate with a hole. Furthermore, in structural
aluation the strain concentration at the hole is not treated as an elastic
llow-up but as a strain concentration due to plastic redistribution. For

. ample, Neuber has shown that in the plastic range the strain concentration
2tctor at the hole is A , instead of A, which is the elastic stress as well

|L strain concentration f actor for that plate with a hole.

/tusgoontothenextquestion-CS250.6andthenreturntothequestionof
rain accumulation and creep-fatigue damage evaluation in piping systems
)uestions CS210.1 -B and -C).

regard to creep ratchetting, we are requirea to provide justification forI

ing the simplified creep ratchetting bounding rules (Figure 16). Question
250.6 appears to come from the fact that, in Code Case 1592, T1324-3, it-

!-ys that this particular test is not applicable at structural
scontinuities, it is not generically applicable at structural
scontinuities, and it should not be used (Figure 17). On the other hand,
-e by analysts on a case-by-case basis with justification is possible, Figure
, and should not be precluded.

turning to questions 210.1 -B and -C and discuss the overall philosophy of
e CRbR main piping system analysis and how we satisfy the Code criteria on

rain limits and creep-tatigue interaction. As noted earlier, regarding,

1320. " Satisfaction of Strain Limit Using Elastic Analysis," T-1324 Test 3
strictly applicable to "axisynunetric structures subject to axisynrnetric

ading away from local structural discontinuity." The wording on elastic
llow-up in that paragraph is specifically inserted to discourage an
initiated analyst from applying this test to situations where axisymmetric
ditions are violated. In fact, the elbows are essentially doubly curved
lls, they are neither geometrically axisymmetric nor are they subjected to

isynunetric loading. The applied loading in the form of dead-weight, thermal
)ansion and seismic load is not axisymmetric. Consequently, irrespective of
\
ther there is or there is no elastic tollow-up, this test cannot be used in
istying the elastic rules of Code Case N-47. For example, if the elastic

#3ti-4i 5B : 2
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strain limit in T-1320 cannot be satisfied (and they will not be in most of
the elevated temperature piping systems with flexible elbows), then the
analyst cannot and should not use the clastic creep-fatigue rules in T-1430.

This philosophy of piping system analysis for the CRBR is as follows. Complete
piping system elastic analyses are performed for all main pipelines, and the
thermal expansion stresses are treated as primary to comply with deformation
limits, as indicated in the rules of T-1320. The strain limits can not be
satisfied for most of these pipelines with this conservative classification of
thermal expansion stress as primary. Therefore, it is necessary to perform
detailed inelastic analysis. Although creep and fatigre damages are
calculated, assuming once again thermal expansion stress as primary, these
values are used only in preliminary screening and assessment to determine the
order of severity these pipelines are subjected to according to these elastic
evaluations.

The screening procedure, based upon elastic evaluations, implicitly includes a
number of parameters characterizing material, geometry, and loading. The
piping systems are then grouped (ordered) according to the stress and strain
ranges obtained from these elastic analyses. Detailed inelastic analysis is
performed on the most highly loaded piping system (the one discussed in this
presentation). This detailed inelastic analysis included complete load
history specified in the design specifications with minimum material
properties idealized as linear variations with temperature.

This most highly stressed, 24-inch diameter hot leg piping system complied
with all the inelastic criteria specified in Code Case N-47. Thus, by

implication, other piping systems with similar geometry and loading conditions
would also satisfy the Code criteria. In fact, this analysis philosophy is
also used in structural components other than piping where the most highly
stressed areas are analyzed in great detail and thus, by implication, other
lower stressea areas, too, woulc comply with the Code criteria.

In conclusion, the elastic follow-up effects are evaluated to classify
stresses due to thermal expansion as secondary to satisfy the load controlled
limits of Code Case N-47 -3220. lhen the most highly loaded piping system is

5393B-416b:2
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I

dlyled U5ing illeld$li(, analysis prOCeaures to SaliSty the detOrmation
ntrolled limits of Lode Case N-47 -3250. Incidentally, the procedures useu

tre are consistent with those used earlier in the FFTF piping design ana
)d lyL i s .

I
i
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FIGURE 3.0-2 .-

ASME B8PV CODE SECTION'lli

(CURRENT STATUS - WINTER 1981)
,

e LOW TEMPERATURE APPLICATION

|

NB-3222.3 EXPANSION STRESS INTENSITY

EXPANSION STRESS INTENSITY P., IS TREATED-

AS SECONDARY.

NB-3672 EXPANSION AND FLEXIBILITY
(CLASS I PIPING)

" PIPING SHALL BE DESIGNED TO HAVE SUFFICIENT-

FLEXIBILITY TO PREVENT MOVEMENTS FROM CAUSING:

| "(1) FAILURE OF PIPING OR ANCHORS FROM OVERSTRESS

OR OVERSTRAIN." ,

NC-3672.6(b) EXPANSION AND FLEXIBILITY -- LOCAL
OVERSTRAIN (CLASS 11 PIPING)

...' WEAKER OR HIGHER STRESSED PORTIONS WILL BE
"

SUBJECTED TO STRAIN CONCENTRATIONS DUE TO ELASTIC

FOLLOW-UP 0F THE STIFFER OR LOWER STRESSED PORTIONS."

.

.' ELEVATED TEMPERATURE APPLICATION
'

e
,

-3138 - ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP

"(a)... EXAMPLES INCLUDE-

"(1) LOCAL REDUCTION IN SIZE OF A CROSS-
SECTION OR LOCAL USE OF A WEAKER

MATERIAL.

26
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ASME B&PV CODE SECTION III (CONT! HUED)

(CURRENT STATUS - WINTER 1981)

e

"(2) IN PIPING SYSTEM OF UNIFORM SIZE...
WITH ONLY A SMALL PORTION DEPARTING

FROM THIS LINE.

"(b) IF POSSIBLE, THE AB0VE CONDITIONS SHOULD BE

AVOIDED IN DESIGN. WHERE SUCH CONDITIONS

CANNOT BE AVOIDED, THE ANALYSIS REQUIRED IN

-3250 WILL DETERMINE THE ACCEPTABILITY OF
DESIGN TO GUARD AGAINST HARMFUL CONSEQUENCES

OF ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP."
~

-3250 - LIMITS ON DEFORMATION CONTROLLED QUANTITIES

-3213 - TERMS RELATING TO ANALYSIS

"(a) LOAD CONTROLLED QUANTITIES - ...

SECONDARY STRESSES WITH A LARGE AMOUNT .

OF ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP."
'

FOOTNOTE 2 " NOTE THAT THE EXPANSION STRESS (P )

DEFINED IN NB-3222.3 IS DELETED FROM TdlS CODE CASE.
STRESSES RESULTING FROM FREE END DISPLACEMENTS SHALL~'

BE ASSIGNED TO EITHER PRIMARY OR SECONDARY STRESS '

CATEGORIES (SEE -3213(a), -3213(b) AND -3217).

T-1320 SATISFACTION OF STRAIN LIMITS USING ELASTIC ANALYSIS

T-1324 TEST NO. 3.

"(b) UNLESS OTHERWISE JUSTIFIED, ANY STRESS WITH

ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP... SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS

PRIMARY STRESSES FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS

EVALUATION..."

27
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.

FIGURE 3.0-4

ASME B8PV CODE SECTION 111 (CONTINUED)

(CURRENTSTATUS-WINTER 1981) ,

T-1500 BUCKLING AND STABILITY

T-1510(d) "...WHERE SIGNIFICANT ELASTIC
FOLLOW-UP MAY OCCUR THE LOAD FACTORS

APPLICABLE TO LOAD-CONTROLLED BUCKLING

SHALL ALSO BE USED FOR STRAIN CONTROLLED
BUCKLING."

.

*

k

o

@
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FIGURE 3.0-5

.

ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

ROBINSONo 1955 -

DESIRABILITY OF COLD SPRINGING PIPELINES TO.

MINIMIZE CREEP STRAIN CONCENTRATIONS

DISCUSSED PRINCIPALS GOVERNING RELAXATION-

OF THERMAL EXPANSION STRESSES DURING SERVICE

DEFINED ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP-

DISCUSSION OF THE PAPER GENERATED OLD-

ARGUMENTS ON ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

OF COLD SPRINGING AND SELF SPRINGING

.

" EXCESSIVE PLASTIC STRAIN UNDESIRABLE..."*

"MOST PIPELINES WORK AND THAT DESIGN COMPUTATIONS MUST,

THEREFORE, BE ADEQUATE."

CONCEPT OF ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP AS PRESENTED BY ROBINSON.*

29
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FIGURE 3.0-6
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FIGURE 3.0-15
.

CONCLUSION
.

ELASTIC FOLLOW-UP EFFECTS ARE NEGLIGIBLE

IN MAIN SODIUM PIPING SYSTEMS.
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FIGURE 3.0-17.

e T-1324 (TEST 3) IS NOT GENERICALLY APPLICABLE
AT STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITIES.

USE BY ANALYSTS ON A CASE-BY-CASE BASIS WITHe

JUSTlFICATION IS NOT PRECLUDED
,

.
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SPECIAL CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS

R

fhispresentationcentersaroundaseriesofquestionsthatwereraisedinthe '_
ebruary 9-10, 1982 meeting with the NRC on structural design. One of the
uestions was what are the implications of recent changes to the Code rules. 'L
ie will discuss those implications, and specifically, the conclusion which we
rill present is that those Code changes that have occurred since the
>ublication of the bases we used in the design of our equipment, have no -

,ignificant implications regarding the safety of our equipment for elevated
emperature service.

_

'he second specific question with regard to criteria that was raised in the

ieeting was perhaps a somewhat simpler question, specifically, what arc the
_

riteria used for the design of our core support structure. The review of
_

hose criteria will show that the criteria we used are, in fact, more
,

tringent than those in the ASME Code today.

et us first look at the Clinch River core support structure design criteria,
nd secondly, consider the implications of Appendix T changes (Figure 1 and -

a).

he question that was asked (CS250.8) was: " Provide the design criteria for
ne elevated temperature core support structure, including the welds in the
orging and the reactor vessel". -

he direct response to that question is Code Case 1592-7 in the ASME Boiler -_

ade, as supplemented by NE (RDT) Standards F9-4T, F9-ST, and E15-2NB-T
'Figure 2). E15-2NB-T is the NE (RDT) Standard supplement for Subsection NB, -

ast as F9-4 is r supplement for the High Temperature Code Case. This is the
upplement for the Low Temperature Class 1, RDT Standard.

1ere are two exceptions which are noted and will be explained. This is the
.

ade Case for Class I components, elevated temperature components, not Class -

> components. And, in general, this is slightly more restrictive than Class
3 components. So, what was chosen was the highest quality class that was -

railable. Secondly, at the time the core support structure design was

;158-420B:2
~-
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initiated, there were no elevated temperature core support structure criteria
within the Code. So, we used the only, as well as the best, criteria.

Ine Clinch River core support structure is comprised of a stainless steel
barrel, the top of which operates in the creep domain. The bottom of the
barrel is connected to a large ring forging on the inside of which (connected
by a weld) is a perforated plate. On the outside of the ring forging there is
a cone that goes upward to the reactor vessel tvall and supports the core
support structure (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

In Code Case 1592, in some cases, one can drop back to using the low
temperature analysis rules for low temperature portions of the core support
structure. In that case, they would drop back to Subsection NB rules and,
hence, supplement with the appropriate RDT standard, which, in this case, is

NL (RDT) Standard E15-2NB-T.

There are two exceptions to Code Case 1592-7 rules that have been utilized for

the core support structure (Figure 5). One, a reduced creep damage rule for
< ompressive hold periods, and the weld f actor modification.

For the creep fatigue damage summation, Code Case 1592-7 asks that you sum the
fatigue damage and the stress rupture damage. Here, we separate the stress
rupture damage under tensile conditions from that under compressive
conditions, and it requires that tha' sum be less than quantity "D".

Using the Materials Data Base information provided by Dr. Brinkman for
compressive stress hold periods, the deleterious effect of the hold period on
the fatique life is much reduced compared to tensile hold periods. This one
fit lower bounds (or conservatively bounds) the data for compressive holds.

In this case with the core support structure, we are dealing with a
non-pressure boundary component. You are dealing with a component which, at
the start of construcion, did not happen to be covered by the Code. This
factor reflects all of the data that we have seen, and we are applying it only
to stainless steel, only to cases where all of the principal stresses are
nonpositive, only wh n the temperature is less than 1200 F, and only when some

5415B-4208:2
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|rm of inelastic analysis is performed, so you have some confidence in the
qn of the stresses. We limit the use of the reduced damage rule to the
snain where the data supports its use. Thus we feel that this approach it
ceptable.

e other element where we took an exception to Code Case 1592-7 was in the

ld from the core support structure forging to the core support plate, a very
ick weld (Figure 4). It was about a 20-inch depth weld between the plate
d the ring forging. In that particular case, radiographic inspection, which
old be in accordance with the rules of Class 1 components, was not deemed

asiDie, nor was it deemed to give us a reasonable evaluation of the adequacy
the weld.

felt that the sensitivity would not be very 90-1. In this particular case

remember this is at the bottom of the core support structure where it is
sentially a low-temperature component -- there are only a few short periods
time during which this temperature goes above 800*F. For this case we have

pped back to use progressive penetrant inspection, and we have gone to
le NG-3352-1, Subsection NG, where they give you weld joint efficiency
tors Dased on the level of inspection. This is a full penetration weld,
we did progressive PT. The weld joint efficiency numbers from this table

,e then used in our assessment of the static strength and the fatigue
\"ength. So the joint is rated per that table, and the whole evaluation is
|
ically a low-temperature procedure.i

1sidering the fluences in this area, Mr. Falk showed tnat the bottom of the
l9er inlet modules are at about 2 or 3 x 10 at the very ("nter. By the

e you get out to where this weld is, it may be even less.

in this case, we used the best available design / construction criteria,4

he Case 1592 and Subsection NB. Supplemental criteria were invoked and RDT
ndards. Thus, two exceptions are taken which have been noted and justified
.gure 6). Our conclusion is that the core support structure is structurally
l
quate for sorvice.

5B-420B:2
597) 4
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The next item is the implications of the changes in Appendix T of the
High-Temperature Code Case as posed in Question CS210.7 (refer to page 2).
The design of the CRBRP core support structure was identified to be of
particular concern in this regard.

The only reasons to consider the bottom of the core support structure to be an
elevated temperature component is because, under hypothesized accident

conditions, the temperature can, for a relatively short period of time, rise
into the high temperature regime. Its normal operation is at a low
temperature.

The design temperature for the reactor vessel inlet is 775 F. During all of

the specified Normal, Upset, and Emergency Operating Conditions only two types
of events result in the bottom of the core support cone exceeding 800 F:

EVENT T F tMAX MAX

RV-3E(B) 825 300 sec x 6 = 1800 seconds

RV-7U(B) 840 500 sec x 1500 seconds
Maximums 840 1 Hour

Clearly this temperature / time combination (304SS) does not require explicit
creep considerations.

We will answer a paraphased question on the implications of Appendix T changes
(Figure 7). That question is: Is the level of assured structural integrity
of Clinch River items the same as that provided by today's Appendix T?

The answer is yes, with one qualification that we will go into. We consider
that the integrity is actually a little bit higher than that provided by
N-47-20, simply because we have chosen to use NE (RDT) Standards, as well as
the ASME Code. This conclusion can be arrived at by going through the
changes, subparagraph by subparagraph, that have occurred between 1592-4 and
today's Code Case N-47-20, recognizing two things. One is that there are a
variety of different code cases that have been utilized f or different

$4158-420B:2
(S3597) 5
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.ponents. The Code Case for the piping may not be the same as the reactor
ssel, and it may not be the same as for the valves. But this covers almost

very one of the high temperature components.

will go through Appendix T by subparagraph, noting the kinds of changes
at have occurred, and giving an assessment of the significance to structural

litegrity of the changes noted (Figure 8). For example, going down through
igure 8, we find the first changes in 1122, a wording change. This change
curred when what had been called Normal, Upset, Emergency, and Faulted
sents were replaced by A, B, C, and D. There is no structural significance
) this change.

5milarly, with a change from calling someone a Manufacturer, now they are
111ing him an N Certificate Holder. Not a significant change (Figure 9).
in Figures 9 and 10, "LR" means slightly less restrictive.)

king down to General Requirements, there is now a reference to T-1325. That
i also insignificant.

le former phrase, Operating Conditions, has been changed to Service
nditions. This, too, is not a significant change again. On T-1322, there
no change.

.

T-1324, Test No. 3, we come to our first potentially significant change,
at used to say to sum the total strains using procedures in T-1324, and keep
em less than your strain limits. The words have now been changed to read,
Iculate the " creep" strains and keep those less than the strain limits. So,
this case, we now have a slightly less restrictive wording in N-47-20 than

'

had in 1592-4. In my view, there is no structural significance to the
ange, but it has become slightly less restrictive.

Test No. 4, there have been some minor word changes, which have no
gnificant effect. There are some wording changes, definitions,
arifications, and an added note, but nothing of great significance.

15B-4208:2
3597) 6
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In Table T-1420-1A is the design fatigue curve for 304 stainless steel for
continuous cycling applications. Here, two changes have occurred. First, the
data base for 304 stainless steel was reviewed since 1592-4, and it was found
that 304 behaved a little bit differently than for the data base for 316. So,

a new design fatigue curve for 304 stainless steel was devised. It was
slightly above the previous combined curve. At the same time, a Poisson ratio
correction was made which has its greatest significance, which is nii, at the
high cycle end. Thus, the high cycle end was lowered, but the entire curve
was raised. Numerically, there would be small changes in calculated fatigue
damage. They could be either a little above or a little below those which

would have been calculated with 1592-4, but they simply are not significant in
regard to the integrity of the component.

In the case of the coritinuous cycling design f atigue curve for 316 stainless
steel, the same curve is used as in 1592-4 except that the values are modified
to account for a Poisson ratio effect. That very slightly lowered the
values. You can see the changes in the high-cycle end but ths.re is no effect
in the low-cycle end. Again, this was a minor correction, and has no
significant effect on the structural integrity of the resulting product.

The ASME Boiler Code is in the process of revising and extending to high
cycles the low temperature design fatigue curve for austenitic stainless and
high nickel alloys. This Code change has not, to my knowledge, been approved
by Council and is not now in effect. It is entirely possible that it may be

substantially changed before it is approved. Thus this response has been
limited to comparisons of 1592-4 vs. N-47-20.

There are some other changes that occurred in T-1400 (Figure 10). There is a
little change of no significance in T-1431 and in T-1432, which is the fatigue
damage evaluation based on the elastically calculated stresses. In T-1433,

there have been both significant wording changes and equation changes but in
general, these changes, in my opinion, either result in no change, or they
result in a more accurate, but less conservative, calculation. So, while
these changes might well result i.e lower calculated damages if we were using
N-4 7-20 as compared to 1592-4, it doesn't mean that the -4 values were wrong.

5415B-4208:2
(S3597) 7
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just means that they were not as accurate, and they were judged to be too
servative. Thus the Code sharpened up the way in which they calculated the
ages.

r:ome down to buckling (Figure 10). There were a few minor word changes.
word " catastrophic" was pulled out, and " Operating Condition' became

rvice Condition." There was no effect on the integrity of the component.

ally, when we get to the special limits, there are no changes except for
/11, and that has no significance at all (Figure 11).

Lar, the comparison I have given you is 1592-4 versus N-47-20. The reactor
'el, however, did use 1592-2. Based on what we saw previously, there,

l't any significance in changes under 1592-4. But in 1592-2, there is
athing that was sigrificantly different than in 1592-4 (Figure 12): the
tling design factors for the time independent buckling. When we are
ting about elastic-plastic buckling, 1592-2 said that the actual buckling
i should be at least 2 1/2 times the largest load seen in service; 1592-4
L it should be 3 times, and this factor of 3 is consistent with what is now

;he fl-47-20.

_

there was a change from 1592-2 to 1592-4. It is conceivable that a
ionent could have been built with no excess design margin against
?-independent buckling and, hence, the 3.0 load factor could not be met.

s thus conceivable for the 1592-2 to 1592-4 change to be significant.

.he case of the Clinch River reactor vessel, the 2 1/2 factor was used in
time-independent evaluation of the vessel under OBE seismic loadings since
hat case, we were dealing with a long cylinder in bending. We were
erned about maximum axial stress (average through the thickness) on the
of the cylinder that <as in compression. The buckling would be dominated

lasticity in that case, and as a result, the buckling load would be
nsitive to imperfections. We are extremely comfortable with this 2 1/2

Jor and we f eel that the actual safety margin inherent in the 21/2 f actor
ertainly as great as you will have in some other code structures; for
ple, the externally pressurized thin sphere buckling in the elastic domain.

p-420B:2
97) 8 51
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|

The actual safety factor provided by the ASME code rules for the externally
pressurized thin sphere we think is probably lower than the actual safety
factor that we have here. So, this is one place where the design load factor
here is a little less than we currently have in the code. We feel that the
component has entirely adequate margins and we have no qualms about it at all.

The loads in this case are generated by the seismic (excitation) which causes
lateral motion, and the vessel is subjected to net overturning bending. We
look at the maximum (axial) compressive stress averaged through the wall, at
the worst point around the circumference. That is the calculation that we did
and we met the 1592-2 value. We probably don't meet the N-47-17 value, but we
dre quite Close to it. For loads other than seismic, the reactor vessel wall

(which is 2-3/8 inches thick and 240 inches in diameter) won't be in net
compression. This is a time independent calculation, by the way.

The reactor vessel was treated as if it were in uniform compression. In fact,

that is not the case as a result of experiment. The experiment shows that the
critical stress has to be somewhat higher in the bending case to get buckling.

We have some results f or bending and cylinders and buckling for checking R/T.
We get a 1.2 value and there is some enhancement. While 1.2 x 2.5 = 3.0, I am
not sure whether we can show a load factor of 3.0. The results on cylinders
with R/T less than 4.0 support the 1.2 value. The CRBRP vessel R/T is between

40 and 50. We are about to run some matched cylinder tests in that range to
see if we get a 1.2 factor. The Japanese, by the way, are using a factor of
1.3. Our buckling load estimate came from large displacement elastic and
plastic analyses of an axially loaded cylinder. So we are very confident that
we have a real load f actor above 2.5. We have all looked at the application
and we have no concern about it at all. We believe that the structure is
entirely adequate and that it has safety margins consistent with other
buckling limits that have long been used by the Code. The 2.5 factor applies
to the OBE (limit Level A and B) seismic load and was calculated using an
elastic-plastic 'arge deformation analysis.

5415B-4208:2
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i n s urm.a r y , (fiqure 13) there nave been some minor changes between 1592-4
.

-

jN-4/-/0. ihere were some thange< t hat were less restr ic t ive in this area,
"some <hange' h. r e that were perhaps more rest r a t Ive hone of them, in

opinion, ar e , ign it ic an t at all to the integrity of the component. There

a potent ially s ign it icant d it t erence in the time-indtpendent
it u -plast 1< load t ,n f or by buck l ing, 2 l / <' t o J.

conclusions are that the changes that have occurred do not signif icant ly -

er the level of assured structural integrity; that in the case of the

1c h River reattor sessel, where we had this potentidl dif f erence, wiiile -

tould alter the level of assured Integrity, we believe that the
-

'

luition we have i s < onv i nc ing . ne believe that the component has ampl(.
11n of satt ty, and results in a high level of assured structural integt1ty.

the question, "Are ther e new tr1teria that are not met by the existing
ign?," the answer is st r aightf orward . um

:he tirst p l a( e, the design met 1592, which is a hlqh quality standard.
)ndly, based <in what we saw in the sernnd presentation, 1592 gives
>nt ia l l y t he same lewl of assured structural integrity as N-47-2U So, .

con ( lusion 1- that the ( 11nch R iver core support struc ture has essentiall y "

same level of assured s t ru( tural integrity as today's criteria, ahich
's me f ee l ve r y c omf or t ab le

_

'e are or,e or two highllyht' I t an show you on the differentes between -

s i rules and i ore support atruc ture rules, ihls 1s kind ut a status

ir t , but t he pi) int l' that 11 qives you an idea of what the inter est ing -

lents are in tne < ore support strutture tases figure 14). Of course, it -i

temperatures, %i> set t1on Nu is available, and the tnreshold between

et t ion NG and nigh temperature is oUU F tor stainless steel; 700 F for
-'

it it s
-

rmtdlatt' t emper at ur t' ( o rt' s u ppiit t ( Ode c ase N ,'l)l-li wd5 dpproved by
il in 1 %U , and it in ettelt. It extends N6 design procedures t.it

ated t emper a t u re', ti>r ; 1mited time duratio,s. What it basically a,es I

with these IUnited time ura t 1 ons , um ( in Just go Nu k an- use lon
-

t'r d t urt* desIQn pretedures and {ne stress limits that are supplieu.

"

4 - 4.'U h -

9/I 1U
-
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|

IIn addition this Code Case adds delta ferrite limits, uses the hold-time
effect reduced fatigue curves and gives buckling limits and intent, which is
the same as the Class 1. It flags the area reinforcement, which is only for
pressure loadings. That is already in place for Class 1.

It warns about re-solution annealing; that is, you lose some of your yield
strength if you re-solution anneal the whole component if it is stainless
steel. So, we have added the warning there.

Further it warns about the use of stress ratio analysis. These things are

| picked up in NE (RDT) Standard F 9-4, by the way. It requires a minimum
carbon content for stainless steel and a quench, which is all in N-47. It

| also applies a creep correction factor to simplified elastic and plastic
analysis. That is handled a little bit differently and conservatively in
N-47. Finally this case applies to limited materials just as N-47 does.

There is an elevated temperature case, which is part way through the Code, and
these are its elements, as it currently stands. It's being reviewed by a
Subcommittee on Design. It maintains those rules for this limited
time-temperature domain, and it suggests Class 1 elevated temperature rules
for true elevated temperature service. So, here we are coming right back to
the 1592 (N-47) rules.

It provides elevated temperature bolting limits that reflect core support
structure philoscphy, which is less restrictive in Class 1; but there are not
any bolts in Clinch River core support structure, so that is of no concern
here. It allows only N-47 materials for true elevated terperature service.

Here are some philosophical comparisons that may be useful in your
consideration between Class 1 and Class CS (Figures 15 and 16). Class 1 is
primary pressure boundary. Class CS is merely core support. It has to do
that job without any question, but in the case of a leak, Class 1 results in a
radioactive release. In the case of Class CS, it does not result in a
radioactive release. It's just the flow of coolant from one portion of the
reactor vessel to another.

.

54158-420B:2
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l'tur obj:ct of the bolting rules, in Class 1, is both structural and
unctional. They want the joints to not break. They want the joints to not
eak. In the case of Class CS, they are merely concerned with the
t-breaking aspect. We are not concerned with the leak for the CRBR core

,upport application.

'ressure loads are always significant for Class 1. In Class CS, in the
ntroduction, it says pressure loads are not always significant. They are not
luays a more significant load. So, in a couple of places, pressure loads are
-emphasized a little bit. For example, regarding mandatory pressure tests,

lass 1 requires them, Class CS does not. In the case of the Clinch River
'eactor core support structure, we imoosed a pressure test on that component
fter it was installed on the reactor vessel and it passed. So, we used the
ressure tests even though it was a core support structure.

@, we again went beyond the philosophy of the core support structure criteria
Id we required it.

inally, considering the weld joint efficiency, Class 1 says you always must
7 and can use a value of 1. Class CS says you may use a variable factor

;pending upon your level of inspection, and we, in that one instance, did use
different inspection method; but we did it because we felt that RT would not

Ove us good inspection. We used what we felt was the very best inspection
schnique for that particular joint.

is has been sort of a comparison of the philosophical approach. That is why
? believe that the use of Class 1 rules for core support structure gives us a
Ugh-quality product.

)l58-4208:2
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FIGURE 4.0-1

SPECIAL CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS

April 6-7, 1982

Presented by:
Alfred Sn a
Westinghouse Electric Cornoration
Advanced Reactors Division

APPLIED TEC11NOLOGY

Any further distribution by any holder
of this document or of the data therein
to third parties representing foreign
interests, foreign governments, foreign
companies and foreign subsidiaries or
foreign divisions of U.S. companies
should be coordinated with the Director.
Division of Reactor Research and
Technology. Department of Energy.
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| SPECIAL CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS
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i

CRBR CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA-

.

CS 250.8 =

PROVIDE THE DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE ELEVATED TEMPERATURE
CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURE, INCLUDING THE WELDS IN THE

FORGING AND THE REACTOR VESSEL.

:

<

RESPONSE
'

,

CODE CASE 1592-7 0F THE ASME BOILER CODE AS SUPPLEMENTED
BY RDT STANDARDS F9-4T, F9-ST, AND E 15-2NB-T. TWO

EXCEPTIONS ARE NOTED AND WILL BE EXPLAINED.
.

FIGURE 4.0-2

2

'
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FIGURE 4.0-3
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FIGURE 4.0-5

TWO EXCEPTIONS TO CC 1592-7 RULES

REDUCED CREEP DAMAGE RULE FOR COMPRESSIVE. HOLD PERIODS-

1 flIfiIl k| +Ilhl 50+

d tensile d comp.

COMPRESSIVE: oi so

304/316 SS
Ts1200 F
INELASTIC ANALYSIS

REF: TID-26135 (FIE, 3.42)
NASA-TN-D-6Cu

USES NG WELD FACTORS FOR PLATE / RING WELD-

:

JOINT 20!N THICK
|

RT (PER CLASS 1) NOT FEASIBLE

L USED-PROGRESSIVE PT (PER NG)

FRATED JOINT STRENGTH PER NG

LOW TEMPERATURE

REF: TABLE NG-3352-1<
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FIGURE 4.0-6

CRBR CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURE

i

SUMMARY

THE BEST AVAILABLE DESIGN / CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA-

WERE USED (NB + CC 1592)

SUPPLEMENTAL CRITERIA WERE INV0KED-

RDT STANDARDS

THE TWO EXCEPTIONS ARE STRONGLY JUSTIFIED-

CONCLUSION

THE CRBR CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURE IS STRUCTURALLY-

ADEQUATE FOR SERVICE
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FIGURE 4.0-7

CRBR IMPLICATIONS OF APPENDIX T CHANGES

QUESTION CS 210.7 (PARAPHRASED)

IS THE LEVEL OF ASSURED STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF THE CRBRP

THE SAME AS IS PROVIDED BY TODAY'S APPENDIX T (N I+7-20)?

ANSWER

YES (WITH ONE QUALIFICATION),

IT IS A BIT HIGHER BECAUSE THE CRBRP IS CONSTRUCTED TO

RDT STANDARDS AS WELL AS THE ASME CODE.

64
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FIGURE 4.0-8

APPENDIX T COMPAP,ISON: 1592-4* vs N-47-20

INTEGRITY

ITEM CHANGE SIGNIFICANCE
.

I

L100 INTRODUCTION NONE -

L110 OBJECTIVE NONE -

L121 TYPE OF ANALYSIS NONE -

L122 ANALYSIS REQUIRED NUEF+ABCD NONE

L200 DEFORMATION LIMITS FOR NONE -

FUNCTIONAL RE0TS.

L210 STATEMENT IN DESIGN MFG.+N. CERT. HOLDER NONE

SPECIFICATION

L220 ELASflC ANALYSIS METHOD NONE -

230 USE OF INELASTIC ANALYSIS NONE -

.300 DEFORMATION LIMITS FOR NONE -

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

310 STRAIN LIMITS FOR INELASTIC NONE -

ANALYSIS

.320 SATISFACTION OF STRAIN NONE -

LIMITS USING ELASTIC ANALYSIS

.321 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS REF. TO T-1325
NUEF+ABCD LNONE
OP. COND.-SERVICE COND. J

.322 TEST NO. 1 NONE -

ICLUDING ERRATA.
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FIGURE 4.0-9

, APPENDIX T C0f1 PARIS 0N: 1592-4 vs N-47-20 (CONTINUED)'

~ INTEGRITY

ITEM CHANGE SIGNIFICANCE

T-1323 TEST NO 2 NONE -

T-1324 TEST NO. 3 STRAIN + CREEP STRAIN tNONE (LR)
OP, COND.-SERVICE COND. <

T-1325.T5STNO.4 MINOR WORD CHANGES NONE

T-1400 CREEP-FATIGUE EVALUATION NONE

T-1410 GENERAL RULES NONE <

T-1411 DAMAGE ECUATION NUEF+ABCD NONE
i "t" + "at" NONE

DEFINED 9, o,ff NONE

CLARIFIED T NONEd

ADDED NOTE NONE.

T-1412 EXEMPTION FROM FATIGUE NONE

ANALYSIS i

T-1413 EQUIVALENT STRAIN RANGE " STRAIN"+" STRESS" NONE !

T-1414 ALTERNATIVE CALCULATION NONE

METHOD - EQUIVALENT

STRAIN RANGE

T-1420 LIMITS USING INELASTIC NONE

ANALYSIS

TABLE T-1420-1A 304 SS FATIGUE RAISED ALL, LOWERED NONE (MR)

HIGH CYCLE

TABLE T-1420-1B 316 SS FATIGUE LOWERED VALUES BY N0flE (MR)
6FACTOR TIMES ac e 10t

l
T-1430 LIMITS USING ELASTIC i

ANALYSIS

66
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AM'LiiviX i U M /JISCN: 1592-4 vs N-47-20 (CONTINUED)

INTEGRITY

(ILM CHAIEL SIGNIFICANCE

ll Gf Ni RAL REQUIREinENTS DELETED "ThRU-WALL NONE (LR)
GRADlENT" AND ADDED

ECUATION

C f A!!GUF DAisAGl [ VALUATION EON. (7) CHANGLD NONE (LP)
OTHLP ALTERNAT;.tS

B CRlif J/F,J LVALUATION NUEF AECD

CLARIFY S NONEg

CLASSIFICATION

I-14 % lA, IF VERY SMALL DECREASES NONE

4 L Alt uL/!Iui; H E!kAIN NONE NO

RTM! P!PINo

10 IUD 4 1% riNb II;SI AL!LITY

0 gin!RTd ,< 1!Rt".ENIS ADD NE-3135 WARNING NO

DELLIES " CATASTROPHIC" NG
OP COND. SERVILL LOAD NO

SLIGhi WORD CHANGES NO

O bLt r ' !No i1711: ;
1 iIEL -INM t'l NH Ih i ULKLING CP. CUT;D. SERVICE LOAD NC

2 115 -L!R NDiNI JUG _NG

0 SPL t I AL Ru.t'i fiMi_N i s

O SPLCIAL RIRAIN RE XIR"ENTS
AT WELM

=
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FIGURE 4.0-11

1

APPENDIX T COMPARISON: 1592-4 as N-47-20 (CONTINUED)

INTEGRITY
ITEM CHANGE SIGNIFICANCE

T-1711 SCOPE NORMAL-A NO

T-1712 MATERIAL PROPERTIES NONE

T-1720 STRAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR

BOLTING

T-1721 STRAIN LIMITS NONE

T-1722 CREEP-FATIGUE DAMAGE NONE

ACCUMULATION
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FIGURE 4.0-12 =

OUALIFICATION
---

_

CC-1592-4 (OR LATER) USED ON CRBR COMPONENTS- .=

i
REACTOR VESSEL USES CC 1592-2- -

BUCKLING DESICN FACTORS WERE LESS RESTRICTIVE IN i-

1592-2 TilAN 1592-4. _

_

-

ITEM DESIGN LOAD FACTORS (TIME INDEPENDENT) .

1592-2 1592-4 m
_-

ELASTIC 3. 3.0 A
ELASTIC + PLASTIC 2.5 3.0 _

,

THE FACTOR WAS INCREASED FOR CONSISTENCY T-

THE 2.5 FACTOR WAS USED IN RV/ SEISMIC J-

STRONGLY FEEL THAT 2.5 FACTOR FOR TIME-INDEPENDENT
-

-

ELASTIC-PLASTIC BUCKLING OF CYLINDERS IN BENDING IS
-

SUFFICIENT
_

-

==!
e

- au
.___

-_
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FIGURE 4.0-13

APPENDIX T COMPARSION: 1592-7 vs N-47-20

SUMMARY
.

MINOR CHANGES

LESS RESTRICTIVE TABLE T-1420-1A
TABLE T-1420-1B
EON 7 (T-1432)
T-1431 ADDED Y EQUATION

T-1325

MORE RESTRICTIVE TABLE T-1430-1A, 1B

TABLE T-1420-1A

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE

TIME-INDEP ELASTIC / PLASTIC LOAD FACTOR

1592-2: 2.5

N-47-20: 3.0

CONCLUSIONS
.

1592-4 TO N-47-20 CHANGES DO NOT SIGNIFICANTLY ALTER-

THE LEVEL OF ASSURED STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

1592-2 TO N-47-20 BUCKLING LOAD FACTOR CHANGE COULD-

ALTER THE LEVEL OF ASSURED STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

1592-2 BUCKLING LOAD FACTOR RESULTS IN A HIGH LEVEL-

OF ASSURED STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY AS APPLIED TO CRER R.V.
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F ;GLPE 4.0-14

CURRENT STATUS

CORE SUPf0RT STRUCTURE RUES

e LOW TU1ERATlFE - SlESECTI0ii fE IS AVAllABE

T :_ 81rF FOR SS
'

T < 700 F FOR FERRITICS

e IfRERfU) LATE TUfERATUPE - CODE CASE N-201-0

APPROVED CollCIL - 1980

EXTENDS f6 DESIGN PRDEDURES TO E.T. FOR LIMITED TIFE DLEATION

ADDS ILLIA FERRITE LIMITS

USLS HOLD-Tlit EFFECT REDUED FATIGLE LIMITS

GI\ES BlD11!E LIMITS AND INTENT

FLAGS ARLA REINFORCDENT FOR RESSURE

WARKS AB0LTI RESOLLITION ANNEALIf6

WAfdlS ABulff USL OF STRESS RATIO AMLYSIS

RLOUIRED 0.04% C MIN. FOR 3XX SS

REQUIRES 1900T QUENCH FOR USE AB0VE 1000 F

APPLILS CREEP CORRECTION TO SIFPLIFIED ELASTIC r. PLASTIC ANALYSIS

LIMIIE mR_R!ALS

p LLEVATED TU1EPATURE - CODE CASE N-201-X

IElfL REVIBG BY SC/ DESIGN

MINTAINS N-2tll-0 RUES FOR INTERFEDIATE TEFFERATURE

SUGGESTS CLASS ] ET RULES FOR TRLE ET SERVIE

PROVIDES ET BOLTING LIMITS THAT REFECT CSS PHILOSOPHY

AEDWS ONLY CC-N-47 MIERIALS FOR ET SERVIE

:
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FIGURE 4.0-15

PHILOSOPHICAL C0WARIS0N

ITE CLASS 1 CLASSCS

LEAK RESULT RADI(RCTIVE t0 THING

RElfASE

OBJECT BOLT RULES STRLCTURAL STRUCTURAL

&

FULTIONAL

PRESSURELDADS ALWAYS f0T AL}RYS

SIGilFICANT

PESSLE TEST YES to
MIATORY

WELD J0lfE EFFY 1.0/fijST RT VARIABlf
DEP. ON Il6P,

..
.
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FIGURE 4.0-16

pfARISON OF CLASS 1, CLASS CS,' AIO CRBRP CORE SLPPORT STRUCTLE RULES

l CtaeE CURR96

IU E
ELEIEfT

LT ET LT IT IT ET

PA / / / / / /

PPERTEiP. 800 1500 800 1020 1020 1500

/ to VD tD / tDJoc
rn/g,g th / / / / /

,n . P3f3,3 to / / / / /

P III FATIGLE E)DFTION / in to to / rg

WEL C LIIIIT A

NEL C PLASTIC A

NEL C STRESS R. A.

NEL C P
. 1.25Sm 1.2Sm 1.5S 1.5S 1.2S 1.2Sm m m m m
{ 1.0 Sy Jg

1D J0liR 0 8 E FACTORS N0 to / / to go

(EXEPT FOR ole WELD)

GHER BOLT LitilTS to to / / tg tg

:SOLifT10lf NN. WARNit0 to to to / / /

EA REPLAETENT WARNItL / fn to / / /

ERAL BUCKLIt6 GulIAi4CE NO / to / / /

'RESS RATIO WARNIf1G N0 to fD / / /

ESSLE TEST / / to to / /

SIIE SLEFACE ALIGfiUK / / ND / / /
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